Clothing for EverySomebody
Beyond black and white, red and blue...there is a new you...find him! Now!

Devi wearing Johnny Was Top with Me Moi knit pant, John in Jimmy Stewart, Negretti
and Robert Graham shirts with Sweat Tailor knit pant

Aloha LoveTribe!

Many have asked me my response to
what appears as a horrible tragedy
and travesty.
It hits me, I feel it, it hurts, I choose love
and receive the gift of the present
moment .That is an active response,
making me more available for other
forms of activism. I don't make
assumptions or judge the process yet I
take it in with all the possible futures
moving through my awareness. And I
respond moment by moment with
loving kindness, and actions that are
well thought out.
As the Outback label on the clothing I
designed and produced said,
Listening Mind - Speaking Heart
I was in my home in San Miguel De Allende, Mexico last month and rented a car.
There is much more traffic then when I first came 18 years ago. Each day I was
surprised as I drove up to a busy cross street and someone would immediately notice
my need and let me in! And on returning to my home by the Bay, I experienced the
extreme opposite, being cut off and squeezed out. If I'm conscious when driving I let
people in, and now after my experience in Mexico, I am much more conscious in order
to let people in.
We are moving into a time where more vigilance is needed, and acts of kindness.
I remember a friend saying 30 years ago after taking the EST training something like,
"Damn, now that I'm awake I can't hide from my responsibilities or blame others for my
life. Now I understand why ignorance is bliss!" There's no going back, so let's be
more conscious in order to take care of each other, more conscious that all of our
actions are done with kindness, awareness of our oneness ... working for a world we
want to live in, instead of against a world we don't.

be fearless - choose love
xoxo Devi

The New Power Suit
Heather 1. Isabel De Pedro skirt, Deca Jacket, Asian Eye felt hat. 2. Love & Libery Jacket, Why
skirt (super comfy/stretchy and looks great on most bodies). 3. Johnny Was embroidered blouse.
Leslie in Karen Klein knit top, Hanna patch plaid skirt

Mayumi Oda visted us ...
Left some of her signed books with us and left with a new wardrobe!
My friend (lucky me!) and a treasure in this world. She is an artist, antinuclear activist, a healing
farmer/teacher in Hawaii and vessel of big love. Often called the Matisse of Japan, first to bring
Goddesses into our awareness with her book of painted every day goddesses. She also illustrated
this book whose new addition comes at the perfect time.
All royalties are donated to antinuclear advocacy and community resiliency across boundaries,
RandomKindnessProject.org

Signed copies... great gifts
of kindness! Call to reserve
yours.

P.S. Leonard Cohen
A lover poet deep feeler feller...
Bringing my heart to its knees ...
Thanks for showing the beauty in
the ugliness and the pain ... RIP LC
"... there's a blaze of light in every word, it
doesn't matter which you heard ... the holy or
the broken Hallelujah ..."

Additional

20% off 1 item
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